
Week 4-1
Memory and swapping









Creating method quirks
//Has to be within the class {}
//Do not put it inside the main {}

public static void MyMethod(int c, String s)
{

//void - returns type of the method;
// void returns 
//MyMethod - Method name; same convention 
// as variable
//Purple stuff - Variables used as 
// arguments

}



Memory

Address Variable name value stored

@1251 a 12

@1252 b 12.0

@1253 c “Hello”

@1254 d @65415



Swap















Swapping

t = a
a = b
b = t 



Creating method quirks
//Has to be within the class {}
//Do not put it inside the main {}

public static void MyMethod(int c, String s)
{

//void - returns type of the method;
// void returns nothing 
//MyMethod - Method name; same convention 
// as variable
//Purple stuff - Variables used as 
// arguments

}



Method calling in java

When you call a method with 
arguments, you are sending 
over a copy of your 
variable. Therefore it is 
impossible to modify the 
original variable.



Swap





Swapping

t = a[i]
a[i] = a[j]
a[j] = t 





Method calling in java

When you call a method with 
arguments, you are sending 
over a copy of your 
variable’s value. Therefore 
it is impossible to modify 
the original variable.



Primitive types

int, double, string, char
Since they are primitive, 
the value refers to the 
content of the variable. 



Reference types
arrays, Scanner, object, 
etc.

These store a memory 
address. This address is 
copied to the argument 
variable when calling a 
method. The content that it 
refers to is the same.



Extra

• The user enters a cost and then the 
amount of money given. The program will 
figure out the change and the number of 
quarters, dimes, nickels, pennies needed for 
the change.



Resources

• Primitive types - http://
www.tutorialspoint.com/java/
java_basic_datatypes.htm 

• Reference types - http://docstore.mik.ua/
orelly/java-ent/jnut/ch02_10.htm  

http://www.tutorialspoint.com/java/java_basic_datatypes.htm
http://docstore.mik.ua/orelly/java-ent/jnut/ch02_10.htm

